
Performance Notes 
Consider the score a strong encouragement for how to perform the piece, but freely improvise.

Instrumentation:
    Snare 1 - piccolo snare with tight snare on. 
    Snare 2 - mid/low pitched snare with snare off. 

The stereo fixed-media electronic sound is organized as a series of successive audio cues. The 
audio cues are performable from a computer using the provided MaxRuntime application 
(PurePleasureCues_2). Download MaxRuntime from Cycling '74 and install on the computer 
before running the provided cues. Audio should be played back in stereo, or diffused in quad 
(as dual stereo pairs, front and back). It may be desirable to mic the snare drums and project a 
mix of the snares with the electronic sound. Electronic sound is not notated in the score. CUE 
marks indicate when to trigger the audio cues from the application. CUEs should be triggered on 
beat 1 of the measure they are under unless otherwise indicated with an arrow. CUEs will 
overlap in playback, with the exception of CUE 17, which will silence CUE 16 when triggered.

Passages marked as repeated pattern reflect a projected pulse in the electronics part around 
which the performer is encouraged to improvise. Phase shifting occurs beginning at m. 187, 
projecting two competing pulses. Play off of either.

X-noteheads are played on the rim. Above the staff - Snare 1, below the staff - Snare 2.

    Thick nylon brushes

 Snare sticks

Crush roll with right hand. L.H. indicates left-hand crush roll

              Rim shot

Program Notes 
When I was completing the work and in rehearsals with Patti Cudd, Patti asked me what is the 
piece about. I hadn't really considered it until then and gave her my first reaction, that it is about 
the pure pleasure of performing the rhythms in the piece.

for Patti Cudd

 Pure Pleasure 
for two snare drums and fixed-media electronics

Duration: 5 minutes


